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Sir Charles Wheatstone (1802–75) was a shoemaker's son whose fascination with physics led him to become one of the most celebrated scientists and inventors of his time. Apprenticed to his uncle, a ...
The Scientific Papers of Sir Charles Wheatstone
The New York Times has reported that two scientific research papers have been retracted based on the fact that their subjects, who are part of the Muslim Uighur population, were not fully aware of ...
Two Human Genetic Research Papers Retracted Over Unethical Conduct
The rare retractions come after several scientists raised questions about how Chinese researchers obtained the full consent of their Uyghur subjects.
Two Scientific Journals Retract Articles Involving Chinese DNA Research
Rare and unique fog oases ecosystems in the Sechura and Atacama deserts of Peru and Chile are under threat. New scientific paper uses 20 years of satellite imagery and cloud computing technology to ...
Scientists reveal huge new areas of threatened fog-generated ecosystems in Peru and Chile
The winners of the 31st annual Ig Nobels included researchers who figured out how to better control cockroaches on U.S. Navy submarines; animal scientists who looked at whether it’s safer to transport ...
'Research on Beards, Wads of Gum': The Winners of Ig Nobel Prizes 2021
12, 2019 file photo, audience members toss paper airplanes at the 29th annual Ig Nobel awards ceremony at Harvard University, in Cambridge, Mass. The spoof prizes for weird and sometimes ...
Research on beards, wads of gum wins 2021 Ig Nobel prizes
A new study has found that those who engage in regular exercise may lower their risk of developing anxiety by almost 60 per cent. The study was published in the journal 'Frontiers in Psychiatry'. A ...
Study finds regular exercise may lower risk of developing anxiety
A new study has found that those who engage in regular exercise may lower their risk of developing anxiety by almost 60 per cent ...
Regular exercise may lower risk of developing anxiety
The COVID-19 pandemic has introduced many new words into our everyday lives. Beyond N-95 and quarantine, new terms like Delta variant are now commonplace. But what is a variant? How are variants ...
A Pediatric Research Institution is Setting the Pace for Monitoring SARS-CoV-2 Mutations and COVID-19 Variants
Visiongain has published a new report entitled the Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) Market 2021-2031. It includes profiles of Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) and Forecasts Market Segment by Operation ...
Global Unmanned Surface Vehicle (USV) Market is Projected to Grow at a CAGR of 9.85% By 2031: Visiongain Research Inc
Asia Pacific Healthcare Group (APHG) chief executive Anoop Singh is hitting back at criticisms from “overseas scientists” around the accuracy of his firm’s saliva test, along with delays in rolling ...
Chief executive of Government's chosen saliva testing provider lashes out at criticism
Thousands have been commenting online, and writing to the Mail on Sunday all week. Your overwhelming verdict: 'We support vaccine passports too!' ...
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